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Innovation and Technical
Change in the Railroad Industry

EDWIN MANSFIELD
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

I. Introduction
The importance of innovation and technical change to the railroad
industry is widely recognized. In a recent paper, Healy has gone so far
as to suggest that, under present conditions, they may be of paramount
importance.

Because of the erosion of the other aspects of authority and responsibility,
and the simultaneous appearance of major technological advances in other
types of transportation, the responsibility for technological innovation among
the various remaining responsibilities of management has become paramount.
It is not an overstatement to say that both the place of railroads as a whole in
the total transport picture and their individual economic success depend more
than anything else upon the technological advances which managements
develop and put into effect.'

Granting the significance of technical change, the following important
questions arise concerning the extent of the technological advances
that have occurred in recent years in the railroad industry and the
process by which such advances have been introduced and have gained
acceptance. How rapidly have labor and total factor productivity been
increasing in the railroads? How rapidly has the production function
shifted over time? How have important inventions in the railroad
industry been distributed over time? Have the largest railroads tended

Nom: The work on which this paper is based is part of a larger project on
research, innovation, and economic growth, supported by a grant from the National
Science Foundation. I am indebted to M. Hamburger, F. Levy, L. Rapping, and
0. Williamson for comments on an earlier draft and to C. Phillips for assistance.
My thanks also go to J. Schmookler for making unpublished data available and to
the many people in the railroad and related industries who provided information.

1 K. Healy, and Technological Change," in Technological Change
and the Future of the Railways, Evanston, 1961, p. 126.
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Figure 1
Output Per Man-Hour: Railroads, All Transportation,

and National Economy, 1889—1953
(1929 = 100)
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t be Ille pion111a~ in mtr1Xh1m1g !h.:'<c Ile\\ !~hniq11~ , Once llCW 

tcdiniq1ic- i innodu d b oBt e0mp: ny. ""'h:11 de1.-rm,ne lio ~ ~,di \' 
otlier mfQniC'S 111kc: 11 up"? '"'h I dc1cm11nc lion rapidl)' ii 11S:: 
~pr,c. d, -.,1l1in ,;; mp.on -~ - ifii:.illy. \I h.,t ,oru o uin,,, 11 1 !Qvc 
occurred in ri:«m CM. in railroading. What prospreti c clian in 

tec;lmolog} =m m ,1 promo,mg ;md "h t ct cc:t re IM likely to 
ha\C u11 ilr ad cmp!o;mcnt" 

There I a□ en rmoi,, htcnti,rc c n«med w, lh the u oo mo~U'it!. 
f, .. cr:1kpr6duc1i\il)' mca,u,c---b.bof,c pit.al. ndtot I. lftcctin· 1 
hangc i dcflllcd a, hffl in Ilic pmdur;1i1;m fun , . 11 i enct'3lly 

aw,:c,d tb I incrc;i ,n ou1put ptr m:111-hour aoo in outpul per total 
mplctc mc-.tsurfi of the: r.llc: o( l«hru,;;wl chnngc,,* 

oncthck..,,. ii i I g~ 11\. 1, if propel1)' u:!.Cd, they rroYidc 
\'al~ h:,, Qnl)' parti I. informllition rc-g.ardiag chn_11gn over lime 1n n 
,ndU>lf') • input rcq11ircrncn1 . 

F1g11rc I hCI"' ttle p~-19S4 moumcnt in Ilic r3ilrood ind11 Ir) or 
oulpll I p,::r m:1n•ho11r. lM mo I widcl)" u-.ed a,cra e rod11e1i\ ity 
m ,urc. Bctw«11 I nd 1925. ou1pu1 per mari-hour " 'ml up about 
:u rapidly 111 1he railroad ioou Ir (l,S per ~111 per ·e.1r) ~, in II 
t n rtmion 2.6 per Ol'nl per ;~•r).~ but mu h more rapid!)• 111 n in 
the- tt 11omy u II whnle (2.0 per cent per ye r). 0e1 .. ·ecn t92S and 
l 953. J1ho1.1gh ou1p111 per m;inal1011r eon1inued 10 rise more rapidl} in 
r.ulr ·1d, ().0 per 1:c-nt per ) r} du.n ill 1hr ew11om}' , wh le 
(2- per llCnl pt'r} · r}. 11 "'"" much more lo"I>· 1h:1n in II transpor-
1.11ion H.S per eem per year) • 

l ulpul prr mon--il<>Uf ,:tncnll dil NII mcuun, 
1~ Ol'C-0~1.,o,r, ly 11r,der qwu! Tftiln:li,,r rond,cion 

d lllf"ll m,a,<11n, .,,,r, .... llx rrodllCloO,, iur,i;c,11111 
( ,ly11tnd U That." /p,mm-/•fl'..tlr_,, ·'!, 

t •c,(11,ef -~•b.11 ud, p,oromoo 
r the tr,unpof~•- ind1a1 hi.-, , 
' ~ gnno1b rat (atioJ r,) cc anly "'l'P'o"iruotc. 

I d by ndl r OOlpul ,,... mal'HIO<lr , ........ 
r,,,iul >•• o )T n. Noftet~lc<, Ibey 
Ciqll>IC ii C"""'II r, r JW<<enl ru'J'O"' 

,n: F,rur¢, I artd 1. 411111 Lhc r.t ,I• • h.,-., bttn Of"'"''~ :,,1 

' . . -Of \ 'lor.au\ IJpo ol fl~ llctl\ II) me ro, >ce Oki; ,, l"I'"', ""'1 
taWTtffll"1H, tudK'} 1n l nmme ant.I " "t Ith 2.S. ncdon Un1,c ,,y 

n Burr. r4 nom>< Rnca,o;h. I I ; :and J. \ . Kmd 
ProJJKI ,,.,. t,,..t, ,,. '"' l'mr,J s .. ,r,. 11 "" (M ()ER. 1%1. FOf d• ,., ... 
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O er IIM: entire pe11od, I 90-- 19SJ.. oulpul per moa-hour tnse. on 
tlie .i ,1:1.ig,:. , ooui 2. pc-r !;C'RI per )'Cilr in tl'ic: railroad ind.1.mry. Tllis 
i Mlt.t c ".a due p;irlly I<'> in~TI::L · in tho: am01rnt of cn,pita l 11tili,i;ed 
pc:;.- ri'-3.n-h,;111r. Aerotding to KC'ndriel. • ii511rc,, loc ~pi1;11-labM r.uio 
inetta~ b :JJbout SO per «11t ~1,,.-~., li90 a1nd 19:53. h 11,o-as also due 
p;irlly 'lo cl1a11p ir1 teelmology. D,iescl l~omo1ive5 rept.iocd i,.te;im 
loc-orn01,,~s. ;:iu1orrui1i hump ya~ rtpl.i(ed llat >'"rd · n1raHied 
trn.ffi.c: 00111Iol ;ind Ol lJcr . ,g,1ah;1g dt\•itts were imroduC'Cd, rncchimi• 
~1,oon al m,,imc:na,nce-of-,,ay b«-.1111C' imp0rtan1. 11111d ~11 n1tc, . 0411<:r 
impro C'm~nl~ ,..ere m;,de.• 

n1p;1r1ng ye,1r.1 (I 9, 1899, 1909. 1920, 1929. 1941, and 15150) wl'ien 
till!' r;1ilro:id ind1mr:r "'lls opcr.ning .t r11rly hi;li level, or e:1paci1y 
111i1i ati<>il, iii ,,n elfor1 10 C'~ Judt lli,c df«I of the bus.inC'S> c:,el~. "-C 

find ihac apparently output per m:i□•hmu i11 HH' md11 lry in re;i~ed :i t 

n (.iii1)' fl.e.ldy fl!lc 1hrouih 111;11 long period. TP!i!. i,; in1ct-f!'i11ng, s.intt 
one mi&fll 1.up~e. with F:i.bril:llnl :ind olhcsrn,• lh.it 0ulp11t per rmrn• 
h011rwo11ld tend 101ncrc-:l'.;I! !\Ir, dee~ ,mg ~1~ri :1n ii\du It>" ,nam~!d. 
Tll ,lnta. ho'II c-, ct. pro'<ide no indication of ch::u.' 

Figure 2 5110"' tile lo11g•term rio,o,e=nt 111 the r.ulroa.d i11d1NI} of 
outpm -per 101:11 factor inpm. Whettalo data on ompuc pu man-hour 
1111kc no a.cc;011nl or dulngi:s O\'cr 11rne LR Llic :amou111 of i;ap1L11I vllhz«I 
per nuon-llo1ur, lht: d 1;:i in ·,gu~ 2 do t k~ aeco11 nt of SU('h ch:1n n. 
lot.ti fiwlor inpul bcia " rigllLcd eombimi:Lion of l11bor and c.ipil11I 
u1pu1 . ltc rei,..IH ,llilien,.., ·111,u ou1puL pet 101:11 (; _cior input rose 
more mpidly during I 90-1953 in the railroad indu lry (26 pe-r ttnt 
pi,r 'tilr) Cli:!!ri ill Ilic o:wm'ltn)' ;!i, ;J, " 'hO!c I. per ee111 per }CS r). bl.II 
less r-apid I)' 111::in ,n 1111 1 ranspomuion I l. I ptt uni 'I''"' )<ear). r 

.,r ra11"'3d l"'Q<t~,ovllv •IO«k.~. "'° H. lb.fg'C'r. Tiit 1.-.."'f"''"''.,." l,,.J,.,t<ici , I 
1946, ,,,..,. V111 , , II R, l9!J; I)_ MOJnbv, ·-n,, Prildocuo11 ..t lirmm Ra • 
D. • <J ,sbol'<lw, "TI,., C"''"JI"' " ;,( 11'.r.rlial Pro,fa;tovity R:uo,:n for atoonal 
bilv."' $j'ol.cnn._·~ LUIKJ M, p tl11o ·· •n~~rnJfl~;.I r~w:11¥1~ C mrani(H"li: O'<C'I 
'Timo; :ilf on &,//,-1J11 of Ox/Md f•m,,,,. ,ef. '"'"';-,, Feb. I '163 : ""d ~1•<111\c 

n,;I ti . ""'""'· ~, l<> l>l'I Ka11t-i l'rf>;jLJ<[owi .r.nd ffi<"'ncv M,o,..ure,,," l.m,J 
!'ro&1Jtttt..:1, kb,. Ii , ' 

' IKcndnc , l'r.,./Jm, "'1 Trffllh, pp. S--13- ,. QO<II n •he d>1 M ,.fliell IM 
~ ~ thr- L'c , it. 'billed, For a dt1a1kJ diKuuioo of ecen1 in..."Teiil~ in r 1lf"Old 

d ic~"9'• ~ J, N<,I_, [l,.;J,,'<IJ ,,...,p,,,u,r,.,_., A..t PHIi< Poli<', Washmgl<>n. 
I 9'.S9. °"'fl. 8. 

• . . Fllbtrc; IL. Tk 1/rlal/a,u &h.no r,m,-.rv °"f'l"> , ,.,,J o.,,p,,, ,1 lf/99, 
Ooca<>Q,n L PJrptf 4. • Y , UER. I~ L. 

'Thom.,.OfC"Jwlh(lf1>11tp<,I rc•n ,,.,,, urf,i\l)Cf«T'll)"'~ -t : 1.711 991, 
LI (Li 1909). l.J 11909, :Nl!. 2.1 11900 '.!'!!, U ll~:!'l--4!l, l I 11'41-SOI. ,md 
2.~ I 19W-- I, Tlk;r• "' no ,n,11· ~IIOI\ ,of clr<IUI<! o,,.,, llme. Tho, lu, .>l<Q ll«fl 
pD111t,d r,ul by H. lb""'• 'IJl, f'1u.n'1'4ffilrl,,,, /,.,! J.frWJ. p. 9S. 
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Figure 2
Output Per Total Factor Input:

All Transportation, and National
(1929 = 100)

Railroads,
Economy, 1889—I 953
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a Figures are given at only about ten-year intervaLs.
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(;Ol>ri<:. d; more r.ipid inai!'ase in no11r.11lr<>;1d l•·m purrn.tion m;iy lm•-e 
been du~ pa.rtly 1"1 ~ Ju,lon of go,·c,rnn~n• inpub like hil!lh'i/4} b 
cluiling ye.•"' of deep ,hipre1,i n .100 "ar. lhc rate cf 1ncrUlii! re-main~ 
r .. itl~ Sttady ln the .,ilro:ld indu.-r)', the ,-e;.,h, i similar lo llt•ne 
bGi<'d on oulpul p,_,r m:111-ho11r. 

F'in;all •. w,,rd 1'1<iuld l'I! addtil oa tbc (;h 11~c, ,n railr d pro-
ductivity , in~r: 19S'.L Aceording lo thca I-l11rc.,111 uf Labor I Ii LI 
01111}1•1 per nl!llll-h,mr i111;re.,,c I 1,y :1bou1 5.8 ~r ocnl per >-ear in i r: 
railro: d indu,try Jurin l'?SJ-61 . Tlli ...,.- ·• 1n1tcll rrotcr ini;-re;a$c 
tlmra li:u,l 1mro rre•iou,1)' 1n I~ r.ulr Ifs (] .0 ~r cx:nl ~T y~r in 
1925-5.J) ar imul111nCoti~I. i111he prhatc e,cono11•)' .:I ,, whole 11.7 ~r 
('!Clll per yc~r in 95,)- 61 ). The nc:w 1cd1ni,qu lhal helped to bring 
.:ibou1 1ru:: spurt in mi lr ;1J pt ue11~i1. :uc d~cribed in - fon \'Ill_ 

Ill. Slzifr i11 tlte Produt'li011 Fu11ctio11 

T «l•n!(:;11 cl,;111 •e i, udincdl here as a. , luft m tlK: pr01.h,1e! i ~11 rundfon_ 
To rooasur,e such shiFI in Lli~ railr,-.:,d indu II)' during I 11-59. I !1,all 
ue the MJ0,.11ng l,ish )' . implilibl mod~L "''hi.cb w;i Ii I cmp1oyed by 
SoloY. 1 to :inalyz~ «o.nomy-,...1de da.ta., 1til. [ a• "''" 1h:,1 • II 1c:el'111 ic<~I 
,;;l>ll.nge i11 11,e railroad ind1m \\.u piial embodied. To tx,come 
o!tTtt1i C', all inoo~aliom had 10 be cmbod~ 111 no:c-.. pl ,n :ii,d equip
mcnl. «:oJ\11. ) ) !.11111' 11'1:11. for :1pi1:il ins1:ilkd at lime r v.hii;ch is 
1.1ill in e>.ism,ce :at 1irnc 1, th~ produ~ion run~li n " , 

(Mt) ifif'•L 11n,.-,1• ·, (I) 

.,,htrc Q.(1) h Ille Olllpul dcri,·cd Ill lime I from Lili, :apit.11, l.,(f) .~ 
11,e .11nu,mt or I bor u ,;; l 1,n .. , in com ti in.11,011 11h th· pi 
K,(I) is tlic- .llffiOUlll or UM (::lpirn.1 in c islellce al lime I. 11<nd .1. is Ille 
r '1L1: ,..f le¢hli,e;,_1 C:'1i!f1b~. le 1'1:lll 1 IWr! I i111r,l lhil I l,ni~I 
chafl~ l'-ru Mllll'81. that II ptCK'ttdcd 8l , COi\ nL l'all!e lht'Olli!hOUI 

tbc: period, rnl th111L thcK' v.er~ on~t;mt r-ct 11ms lo s.,--;alc_ Third. I 
a 11mc 1h,u "" ,:-;,pit,il, re -"r.J lc,.,. ,;if,., nl.~l,'e. dcepr«mted ,u toa SIO,lit 
an11ua.l r;itr or l, :ind 1ha1 a1 ;my poin1 in ume the indu,1r)"s tQ'l:il 1:ihor 
owe , ;ill..,.;.;, led elll 1;.,nll~ ;iimong ,'ario11 "i 111,a_g(S of Cllpitol. e:i.tl1cr

bcddin or ma11} ind, i1." lo11 ed b>· 1 e model, ,nee 1'1e ,.. · ing labor 
fowc nm) be l,ugc-r lli;in th~ lim1 rom.jdi,r 0~1imaL , 1Qn!tWCt, 11\i:e 
fQUl t~ 3k iii),'! 31fe,;1,:d ,r .11 <.>e:rt· in Hi~cdl per (;CHI oflh.c tolllll lir-nc put 
in by la.barb Ill e~ "ma ·e \\ork." 

' Tl1oC lot f Yl),,,1ha llf fflllj;'UI I'" IA>UI faclllir 1npll1 ( ,n I-"• cer,tl "'Cfe: , I 
(1889 ), 1.&!19 1909),.l.lU'iOl ~ L, JJ;ill)-19-J. Vl'(l'9~-I I), ~~11'941 ~,0>,. 

:in. Lbc!T i\. no ('lfid~na! of I da:re.a-.e 01,'(I' LIMC-~ 
'll, · · • " lm-nl'1l<"nl - mlTc,;lu,,c.al Pr11Cftn,"., Mmli,,,,.,rk,tA /lh:11,,,d,mtlI,, 

:;«ial ~- rrg"', K. it,.., t~ S!lf)pcs, E-'>., Sunford, 19'60. 
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him the,,~ a~ umpuon • oni: ·111 ,:;c,,t , ,ho-, 1h.,1 

Q(1l l,' 1 "L(I)'. 111 ', (ll 

"here: Qtr) 1, th~ lotaJ outpul f 1lie 1nd1Mr ,u '"™' ,. l.(1) « the toml 
111011n1 o l'..ihor u>ed b 11\c- indul>tf)' :11 time- r, :and 

II r~•l(tl ,w. 

v. bcr,e /fc•) i> 1hc: indu,tr} \ g;r, ,, in .. .,,.1,nen1 31 IUllt 1·, am.I " rl 
• ( l oo;) , ~mn~ Rttl Q 1)' 11 - .i : l..(1)' '" ••, ii foJ!rJ.,. d l 

lnr ~ ,,.Rlll] In I' ;, 
{(I) .--; + r--; ' (J) 

Thus., om: ~.in e,1, m,llle i.-lllc rate of l«hnit.il d1;1nge 'n 1hc
follo"1ng \\'1}- iM. u1Jn data ~rdmg Q(r), l.(1), and it. iii 11 
eill~ m.111ct 10 compute RH), Qnd, wbstirnting R(r) fM d/1(1) ,'dt 
and i~ninr, I r~arding /(1) :rnd .i, one can eMtrtUle the lcll-h;md 
side of qu,u,or1 3. ird, if the- lel\•hfi old ,itl.: f Equatio11 3 1< regr=-<l 
.-g"i"" i,mc-, the- produr;l or tht rcgres ion coc-flkient nd 11 - it) i an 
eslimalc of),, 

Thi prOCeJ Ult "ll u,cd !i> e ti rn,ue tbc- r;itc or 1echnical c:h:in~ in 
the t-:iilro:id indu Ir) d11rln 1917- :>9. Follo.,.i,1 'BOY.ckn," Q(I) '"" 

c1 cqu I In 1l,e r1umbcr of lo11•m1lc:,, plu~ 2.6 timc-s lhi: 11umbtr of 
p;mcng,er-nul~s. for Cl; , I Im ,haul railr d during e-.u 1, th..- rc:wl! 
b,;ing c prfliS<'d a,s ..!n iodt. number (1929 100)." LW .. ,u "tol:ll 

1im~ paid for" b las. I line-ha1,1I railroads in year ,,u die ruult bcinJ! 
npm~,1 as an imk numbe-r(l929 JOO), /It), exrrc5,cd III in1lhon 

or 1929 dollars. ".I' 111ea urcd by lmer·~ 6!';11=" on gr , i11,'tltm~11t 

,. W B&,l.;kt,, •· OCIP 11 •, Hou , o1nd Con - 11on of a,I,~ I bo<," 
J,J.,,.11,{, L,,/,;,, /1.«ie><, l'lJ_J, l'f>· 1111- 1; . l'o,r u,.,.. )<~~ ro, •hid! &Ji<,r 
(T,mit 1a1it», 1,,_1~""'"' I l'"""ck,d d1y,, I u,cd ha l'51'~ Oft Q/rl Of - , 
nolrad ootpul , mult1d1m,M•"'•I i>nd tba 1>11l,pul ,n.k,. 1 1-.ry• n111k I'« .an 
an•ly <>f 1«t,n ... -.l cb.ng,: "1t1oh taln -.i1 -OI the nwll1d 11-.en..., IL)' of an 
indu,1.1ty·, .,.,,put.>« v, m,11, . ··&51n«r•~ o,u •rod 1.Lll>4.:.>I T<d111,><JL10>in ttle 

.. i. of Prod~,011 a...i T nc ogo.-:,f O.•~- F""' lt«ju n'l<llt or ,..., 
Tnt< on; lnd11 "J• M &a,,.,.,,.,.,,l(a. pr. I S1. 

" Of CC)!>~. Q'(I) rec 11y ,MO,Jid be ,,,.,....re4 I>) ,-..iu., ;Mllk,,1. t,ut I auwn<: lll I 
, . .rl~ dt'<! ii proport,oool to O<Jlpul . 

u h>r tho,..}'<' r:. f,w ,.1,,.11 B••ger ('l'r.nup,,r1.gti n /ltdomrlu) ptt1•1ded <bola. I 
11~h1>&£ur<>O'l1 £.111. Ibo<;~~ p<r~1"1011me.,,.<>rtc<l.N.11'ocrtlun I ""' p;lld 
for, llw .nck, n11 rs f• ...,, ,1Jec1cd 111~ liy ,Ji,, dilkfcnce, F - r for ,er 
)'< - from Sl411i•ti,. t>f 11.a,,._,,,,, 

u M. nxt, Tr,vrd, alld C:)ck• ,n ,yJ.tal F,>r,,.,,rk •• hy l ',,,rrJ ,,. Nirlh<>ah, 
I 10 19!-0. ,"1NI ~ per .11, New Yor~. !l~R. I~ • !kl.. «SC ha Capilali~ 
1'><V!Sf"'•l<1t...,.., -••i«ll"'"'• 9d l'ltl,lir /ir,f,11,,: fr1 F,tvn1a1wn """ fi'MI 

n<.'<:tM ror 111:R. 1%0. 
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b)• ra,ltoods (1917-50) :ind lhe c;On pt,ndl11g fi IJ ;,,.,u,:-d by lh.e 
Dcpcnlrnenl of Comrn~c U9.SI S7). in LI/, 1h~ a1er.ig.:: •·nl'l!c of 
I bQr':I ~, ... r <.I( 1 l,c i "11US1f ·s v I 11c add.:d during 19~ S7 "a, ui,ed :is 
,,n estimate of o:" nnd, follo,..ing liner (p.. 9). .0:? v.a, used a.s ,in 

;:-slimak of il. ec:d! lo .iy, ll- utim:itcs nre ~f)' roug'1. 
_ ,e rc,1ulting re rcs,ion. om'lling = "''here RH) ~ <IR111.,,. O. is 

[
,l R(l) + ~/1(I)] (•) 

In /(i) 413 .lll1 • (r . l ,. 
(.010) 

Thucucsiioni:~lli,;,iMt h ~ 1he ec,;p«ted. lgn nd i hi•'h'lysignili n1, 
Morcm er, ·ig1.1.-e 3 11 thn 1 1hi rcgrcs~ion fi the- data rea3on11.bly 
wtll. n,c rtyfiSioo c~fli..:ie111 m11l1ipJied b) ( t - 1t. gi,·c, 1he 
c tim~le of i .. . OlO, ilS Slilml rd err being .003. This i higher thiln 

olow· ,:,,1im 1e of ). for 1he ~n.ti re coonom:,· (,0 S . ttiOllpl 1h1; 
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In conclusion, the rate of technical change in the railroad industry,
as measured by A, seemed to be about 3.0 per cent per year during
1917—59, which is higher—though perhaps not significantly so—than
the corresponding estimate for the entire U.S. economy. Needless to
say, the model underlying this estimate is oversimplified in some
respects, and consequently the estimate, although reasonable, should
be treated with caution.'6

18 Some of the difficulties are as follows: First, contrary to the model, technical
change may not have been neutral, some of it may not have required new capital,
there may have been economies or diseconomies of scale, labor inputs may not have
been homogeneous over time and, once capital was installed, there may not have
been the possibilities for capital-labor substitution envisaged in the model.
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IV. Timing of Invention
The model in the previous section throws little light on the underlying
processes of invention, innovation, and diffusion that are responsible
for the estimated shifts in the production function. In this section,
together with Sections V—VI, I turn to these processes. Specifically,
the present section is concerned with the distribution over time of
important railroad inventions, the object being to determine whether
such inventions have been distributed in accord with various hypotheses
put forth by Kuznets, Schmookler, and others.

At the outset, one should note that there are enormous problems in
obtaining a meaningful and useful definition of an "invention" and in
evaluating the contribution of a particular invention to an industry's
technology. Results obtained are bound to be crude. The procedure
adopted is to use Schmookler's chronology of patents and important
railroad inventions and to analyze the distribution over time of all
patents, all important inventions, and those considered by Schmookler
to be "most important." Obviously, the findings can only be suggestive,
since, as Schmookler points out, the data are very rough.'7

Two hypotheses regarding the timing of invention have received
considerable attention. First, there is the hypothesis, put forth by
Kuznets, Burns, Fabricant, and others,'8 that the rate of occurrence of
significant inventions decreases as an industry grows older. "Every
technical improvement, by lowering costs and by perfecting the utiliz-
ation of raw materials and of power, bars the way to further progress." 19

Second, the railroads may have been operating off the production function during
some of the period because of slack demand and inefficiencies. Third, the data used
to estimate A are rough. Fourth, technical change, as defined here, is a catchall that
includes the effects of many factors other than the improvement of techniques (see
E. Domar, "On the Measurement of Technological Change," Economic Journal,
Dec. 1961, PP. 709—729).

Note too that the research and development underlying the technical change in
the railroad industry have been carried out largely outside the railroad industry.

J. Schmookler, "Changes in Industry and in the State of Knowledge as Deter-
minants of Industrial Invention," in The Rate and Direction of Inventive Activity:
Economic and Social Factors, Special Conference 13, Princeton for NBER, 1962.
I am grateful to Schmookler for making his unpublished worksheets and the chron-
ology of inventions used in his paper available to me.

S. Kuznets, Secular Movements in Production and Prices, Boston, 1930; A. F.
Burns, Production Trends in the United States Since 1870, New York, NBER, 1934;
S. Fabricant, Factory Employment and Output; and J. Wolf, Die Volkswir:schaft
der Gegenwort u. Zukunft, Leipzig, 1912.

10 Quoted from ibid., by Kuznets, Secular Movements in Production and Prices,
p. 11.
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Second, there is the hypothesis, put forth by Schmookler, that significant
inventions tend to occur during periods when investment is high.
"The trend and swings of invention are probably caused. . . by those
in investment or by the same forces which dominate the latter." 20

To test these hypotheses, we regress the number of inventions in
year t on the amount of railroad capital formation (in millions of
1929 dollars) in year (t — 3) and on t. A three-year lag is used for the
investment variable, because this is the lag adopted by Griliches and
Schrnookler.2' For all of Schmookler's "important" inventions, the
results are:

n(t) = 39.0 + .00l1I(t — 3) — •.0200t, (r = .46) (6)
(.0004) (.0048)

where n(t) is the number of these inventions occuri ing in year t, and 1(t)
is the railroad capital formation in year t. Figure 4 contains the time
series of n(t). Letting n(t) be the "most important" inventions, the
results are

n(t) = 14.1 — .000031(t — 3) — .0071t. (r .17) (7)
(.00029) (.0034)

Letting n(t) be the number of patents, the results are

n(t) 4510 + .9361(r — 3) — 2.04t. (r = .41) (8)
(.223) (2.63)

The results are usually in accord with the hypothesis of Kuznets,
Burns and Fabricant, the regression coefficient of t being negative and
statistically significant in two of the equations. The results are also in
general accord with the Schmookler hypothesis, the regression coeffi-
cient of I(t — 3) being positive and statistically significant in two of the
equations. Of course, it may be objected that the number of inventions
in each year should be weighted by some measure of importance. But

20 Schmookler, "Changes in Industry," p. 215. Note that Schmookler's tests of
this hypothesis are based on the same data used here, but the methods are entirely
different.

21 Z. Griliches and J. Schmookler, "Inventing and Maximizing," American
Economic Review (September 1963). Their data do not pertain to the railroads and
their techniques are different.

We use the period 1870—1950, because annual data on 1(t) do not seem to be
available for earlier years and because of the particularly great difficulties in eval-
uating the importance of very recent inventions. Besides the regressions shown
below, regressions including j2 as an independent variable, as well as r and 1(t), were
run. The effect oft2 is not significant.
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SouRcE: Schmookler, "Changes in Industry and in the State of Knowledge.'

if Schmookler's weights22 (by technological and economic importance)
are used in Equation 7, the results change very little. Unfortunately,
such weights are not available for Equations 6 and 8.23

It is interesting that, although the probability of a major invention
has decreased over time, the rate of productivity increase has not slowed
down. Perhaps the rate of invention has decreased substantially only
in fairly recent years and it has not yet had an effect on the rate of
productivity increase. The data in Figure 3 seem to suggest that ,z(t)

22 Schmookler, "Changes in Industry."
23 In addition, I ran Cox's test of randomness against trend. The results indicate

a.downward trend. See D. Cox, "Some Statistical Methods Connected with Series
of Events," Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, 1955; and E. Mansfield, "Power
Functions for Cox's Test of Randomness Against Trend," Technometrics, Aug.
1962.

With regard to Schmookler's hypothesis, it should be noted that if 1(t), rather
than I(t — 3), is used, it is not statistically significant in Equations 6 or 7, but it is
statistically significant in Equation 8. It is also interesting that Schmookler's hypoth-
esis holds most strongly for relatively unimportant inventions. This seems
reasonable to me and I suspect it is true in other industries as well.
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Figure 4
Number of Major Railroad Inventions,
Schmookler's Chronology, 1870—1950
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was lower during 1930—50 than previously, and that the trend in n(t)
was relatively slight before 1930.24

V. Size of Innovators
The importance of the innovator—the firm that first introduces a new
technique commercially—has been stressed by Schumpeter and others.
Is it true, as Schumpeter claimed, that the innovators in recent years
have tended to be very large firms? Have the largest firms been the
first to introduce a disproportionately large share of important new
techniques? This section is concerned with these questions, which are
obviously important from the point of view of public policy, and which
throw further light on the process of technical change in the railway
industry.

First, consider the extent to which the largest railroads have been
the innovators. Healy25 includes the following in a list of ten major
innovations introduced in the railroad industry since (1) four-
wheel trailing trucks and large fire box for steam locomotives, (2) the
diesel-electric switcher, (3) the diesel-electric passenger locomotive,
(4) the diesel-electric freight locomotive, (5) the roller bearing, (6) the
streamlined, lightweight passenger car, (7) the AB freight airbrake,
(8) air conditioning, (9) car retarders, and (10) centralized traffic
control. Taking this very small sample of innovations, I determined
which firm was first to introduce each one and the size distribution of
the innovators.26

The results, shown in Table 1, seem to support the Schumpeterean
view. Almost all the innovators were among the ten largest firms, and

24 Although there was some downward trend in n(t) before 1930, it was relatively
slight. Only after 1930 was there an appreciable drop. This would seem to be in
accord with the hypothesis in the text, but another possible explanation is that it is
very difficult to gauge the importance of recent inventions, and many important ones
are omitted from the list. Moreover, the general decline in patenting may have been
important too.

For some tentative results regarding the timing of inventions—
and their effect on investment, see E. Mansfield, "Timing of Innovation and the
Investment Function," Carnegie Institute of Technology, 1963.

25 K. Healy, "Regularization of Capital Investment in Railroads," in Regulariza-
lion of Business Investment, Special Conference 4, Princeton for N.BER, 1954.

26 The innovator is defined as the firstfirmtointroduceaninnovationcommercially.
The identity of the innovator in each case was determined by a careful search of past
issues of trade journals like Railway Age. Of course, there may be arguments over
the definitions of "the innovation" and "commercially." Although it is possible that
some of the information is incorrect, it is unlikely that there are any errors of real
consequence.
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TABLE 1

SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF INNOVATORS AND ALL CLASS I RAILROADS

Size of Firm
(millions of

ton—miles, 1920)

Number of:

Firma Innovations5 Innovators

A. EACH SYSTEM REGARDED AS A UNIT

Less than 4,000 77 0.0 0

4,001 — 8,000 6 0.0 0

8,001 — 12,000 7 0.0 0

12,001 — 16,000 8 3.0 3

16,001 — 20,000 3 0.5 1

20,000 and over 3 6.5 3

B. INDIVIDUAL CLASS I LINE—HAUL RAILROADS1'

Less than 4,000 159 1.0 1

4,001 — 8,000 9 0.0 0

8,001 — 12,000 12 2.0 2

12,001 — 16,000 4 1.0 1

16,001 — 20,000 1 0.5 1

20,000 and over 3 4.5 3

Source: See Section 5.

two firms began using an innovation at about the same time,
the credit was split equally between them. Thus, fractions occur in
this column.

bmere is one lees innovation in this part of the table than in
the upper part, because one of the innovators, although part of a
very large system, was not a Class I line—haul railroad.

about one-half were among the four largest. Moreover, although the
largest four firms account for about 32 per cent of the industry's ton-
miles, they account for 65 per cent of the innovations. Thus, if one
assumes that these innovations are a representative sample, the largest
four firms accounted for a significantly larger share than would be
expected on the basis of their share of the freight traffic. By this
criterion, their share of the innovations was• disproportionately large.27

27 The chances are less than .05 that the observed difference (between .65 and .32)
is due to chance. Of course, no attempt is made to weight the small numbers of
innovations included in Table 1 by their importance. Moreover, the smaller, less
important innovations are excluded altogether. The results in Table 1 can only be
regarded as a very rough, partial measure of the size distribution of the innovators.
Note too that the criterion used to judge whether the largest firms' share is dispro-
portionately large is not the only one that could have been used. But it seems to be
a reasonable one.

In Table 1, two different definitions of a firm are used. In the upper panel, an
entire system is regarded as a single unit. Thus, the firms are either entire systems or
Class I line-haul railroads that do not belong to any system. In the lower panel,
each Class I line-haul railroad is regarded as a single unit, whether or not it belongs
to a System.
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Next, consider a simple model designed to explain why the largest
firms in some industries but not in others do a disproportionately large
share of the innovating. Since this model, which I have described in
more detail elsewhere,28 seems to work reasonably well for other
industries, it is of interest to determine how well it can explain our
results for the railroads. Consider all innovations introduced during a
given period in a particular industry which required, for their intro-
duction, a minimum investment of I. Letting be the proportion
of these innovations introduced by the jth firm in this industry, the
model assumes that

0 S,�M
= , (9)

B1(i) + + E,(I) S, � M
where S, is the size (measured in terms of assets) of the 1thi firm. Of
course, B1(I), B2(I), and M vary among industries and time periods,
B2(I) is non-negative, and E,(I) is a random error term.2°

Firms below a certain size (M) introduce none of the innovations
because they lack the volume of production required to use the in-
novation profItably.3° For firms larger than M, we suppose that the
proportion of these innovations introduced by a firm is a direct, linear
function of its size. In addition, we assume that a firm's size has more
effect on ir,(I) if the innovations require relatively large investments
than if they can be introduced cheaply. Consequently,

B2(t) = a1 + + z, (10)

where is the average assets of the firms with assets greater than or
equal to M, a2 is presumed to be positive, and z is a random error term.

It follows that the proportion of all the innovations carried out by
the four largest firms equals

= 4/N(M) + 4a1(S4 — + 4a21(S4 — + z', (11)

where N(M) is the number of firms with assets greater than or equal to
M, 54 is the average assets of the four largest firms, I is the average
minimum investment required to introduce these innovations, and z'

28 E. Mansfield, "Size of Firm, Market Structure, and Innovation," Journal of
Political Economy (December 1963).

It may turn out that ,r,(J) is a linear function of S,/ S5, rather than S,. If so,
> M

the modifications required in the subsequent analysis are straightforward. See Mans-
field, "Size of Firm."

For simplicity, I assume that M is the same for all innovations. Although it
complicates things, it is possible to allow for differences among innovations in M.
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is a random error term.3' Inserting estimates of a, and a2 obtained
from a study of the steel arid petroleum industries,32 we have

= 4/N(M) + .0014(S4 SM) + .02891(54 — 5M)/5M + z'. (12)

To what extent can this equation, based on experience in the steel
and petroleum industries, predict the behavior of the largest four firms
in the railroad industry? Since the value of derived from Table 1
could, with reasonable probability, depart from the true value by as
much as .25, simply because of sampling errors, it is clear that a test of
this sort will not be very powerful. Nonetheless, it is worth carrying
out. Ignoring 1, the estimate of ir obtained from Equation 12 is
•54,33 which is reasonably close to .65, the value of 7T derived from
Table 1. Thus, taking account of the independent variables in Equation
12, it appears that, in comparison with other industries, the estimate of
the largest four railroads' share of the innovations is higher than would
be expected, but that the difference could easily be due to chance. Data
of the sort presented in Table 1 will have to be gathered for more
railroad innovations if we are to tell whether this difference is due
merely to sampling variation or whether there is a real difference in
this regard between the railroads and other industries.34

VI. Interfirm Rates of D?ffusion
Once one firm introduced a new technique, how soon did others in the
railroad industry come to use it? Apparently, twenty years or more
elapsed before all major railroads began to use many of the important
twentieth century innovations in locomotives, signaling, and yards.
In particular, it took about fifteen years for the diesel locomotive,

31 This also assumes that = 0. Note that S4, and I are expressed in
millions of 1950 dollars. '

32 Mansfield, "Size of Firm, Market Structure, and Innovation." Of course there
could be an identification problem in equation (11) (see my discussion in ibid.).

To obtain this number, we needed rough estimates of M, SM, and I. As a
very rough estimate of M, 5 billion ton-miles in 1920 were used. (Although this is
not 'measured in terms of assets, it makes no difference.) To estimate SM and the
average ton-miles of(I) all firms with more than 5 billion ton-miles, and (2) the four
largest firms were each multiplied by the average ratio of total assets to ton-miles for
the ten largest firms. As a rough estimate of 1, SI million was taken. Although
these estimates are crude they should not be too wide of the mark. To convert them
from 1920 to 1950 dollars, they were multiplied by the ratio of the .1950 to the 1920
ENR construction index. Note too that systems are used here as individual firms.

Note that there are sampling errors in the estimates of a2 and a2, as well as in
in the estimate of ir.
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twenty-five years for the mikado locomotive, twenty years for the four-
wheel trailing truck locomotive, twenty-five years for centralized traffic
control, and thirty years for car retarders.35

What determines how rapidly a particular innovation spreads from
one company to another? According to a simple model presented
elsewhere,36 the probability that a firm will introduce a new technique is
an increasing function of the proportion of firms already using it and
the profitability of doing so, but a decreasing function of the size of the
investment required. Given these assumptions, and some additional
ones of a technical nature,37 it can be shown that

= u0 + u1p2 + u2s1 + (13)

where is a measure of the rate of diffusion (the number of years that
elapsed between the time when 10 per cent of the major firms had
introduced the innovation and the time when 90 per cent had done
so), is a measure of the relative profitability of the innovation (the
average payout period required to justify investments during the
relevant period divided by the average payout period for investment in
the innovation), S2 IS a measure of the size of the investment required
(the average initial investment in the innovation as a per cent of the
average total assets of the firms), and z' is a random error term.38

Inserting estimates of the u's based on data pertaining to a dozen
innovations, the resulting equation is

— .066

—.130
= + •121/'Z — + (r = .997) (14)

—.118 (.034) (.0032)
—.134

where the top figure in brackets pertains to the brewing industry, the
next to bituminous coal, the following to iron and steel, and the bottom
figure pertains to the railroads. Ignoring this equation, which is
plotted in Figure 5 for the railroad industry, can represent the data for

E. Mansfield, "Technical Change and the Rate of Imitation," Econometrica,
Oct. 1962, pp. 741—766; Healy, "Regularization of Capital Investment."

36 Mansfield, "Technical Change."
Ibid., pp. 747—748.

38 Actually, g, is not used in ibid. as a measure of the rate of diffusion, but the
measure used there is too complicated to be taken up here. The spirit and most of
the substance of the original argument can be conveyed by usinggi, rather than the
original measure. Equations 13 and 14 were derived from the original equations by
using the theoretical relationship between gi and the original measure.
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SOURCE: Equation 14.

these innovations very well. Apparently, for these innovations, differ-
ences in and s2 explain almost all the variation in the rate of diffusion
within a particular industry.39

Comparing these various industries, p2 and s2 being held constant,
the average rate of diffusion in the railroad industry seems slower than

Besides and several additional variables were included—the durability of
old equipment, the rate of expansion of the industry, the phase of the business cycle
when the innovation was introduced, and a trend factor. Although the effects of all
of these factors on g, seemed to be in the expected direction, none of them was
statistically significant.
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Figure 5
Average Number of Years Between Introduction
of an Innovation by 10 Per Cent and 90 Per Cent
of Major Railroads, Given Relative Profitability

of Innovation (p) and Relative Size
of Necessary Investment (s)
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in iron and steel, bituminous coal, and brewing. For example, if
1.5 and = .50, the average time span between 10 and 90 per cent

of full introduction seems to be six years shorter in steel than in the
railroads, two years shorter in coal, and fourteen years shorter in
brewing. However, although the difference, between the railroads and
brewing is highly significant, the differences among the railroads, coal,
and steel could be due to chance. To the extent that they exist, these
differences may be due in part to the conservatism of railroad manage-
ment, the financial ill-health of the industry, and the attitude of railway
labor.4°

Finally, what sorts of railroads tend to be relatively quick to begin
using new techniques, and what sorts tend to be relatively slow? To
judge from data on the diffusion of fourteen innovations (five from the
railroad industry), the speed with which a particular firm begins using
a new technique is directly related to its size and the profitability of its
investment in the technique. But a firm's rate of growth, its profit
level, its liquidity, its profit trend, or the age of its management seem
to have no consistent or close relationship with how soon a firm adopts
an innovation. Moreover, in the railroad industry (and in most others
that could be studied), only a relatively weak tendency existed for the
same firms to be consistently the earliest to introduce different in-
novations. The leaders in the case of one innovation are quite often
followers for another, especially if the innovations become available
at widely different points in time.4'

VII. Intrafirm Rates of Diffusion
The previous section is concerned with the rate at which firms in the
railroad industry begin to use new techniques. This section examines

For some discussion of the attitude of railway labor toward technological change,
see W. Haber, "Technological Innovation and Labor in the Railway Industry," in
Technological Change and the Future of the Railways, Evanston, 1961; and, in the
same volume, G. Brown, "The Attitude of Labor Toward Technological Change in
the Railway Industry." Also included in that volume are relevant papers by J.
Nelson ("Technological Change and the Railway's Need for Capital") and W.
Cottrell ("Sociological Barriers to Technological Change").

For a detailed discussion of the factors influencing how rapidly a particular
firm begins using a new technique, see E Mansfield, "The Speed of Response of
Firms to New Techniques," Quarterly Journal of Economics, May 1963. This study
includes data on the iron and steel, bituminous coal, brewing, and railroad industries.
Of course, there is no contradiction between the findings (1) that, holding the
profitability of the innovation constant, the innovators tend to be large firms and
(2) that there is only a fairly weak correlation between how rapidly a firm introduces
one innovation and how rapidly it introduces another.
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the influence of various factors on the intrafirm rate of diffusion,42 the
rate at which a firm, when it has begun to use a new technique, continues
to substitute it for older methods. In particular, one of the most
important recent innovations in railroading, the diesel locomotive, is
singled out and a simple econometric model is described, which explains
a considerable portion of the observed differences among railroads in the

TABLE 2

TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN DATES WHEN DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES
WERE 10 PER CENT AND 90 PER CENT OF ALL

THIRTY CLASS I RAILROAD SYSTEMS

Number of

Time Interval Class I
(years) Railroad Systems

14 or more 3

11—13 7

8—10 11

5—7 3

3—4 6

Total 30

Source: Statiotias of Railroad8, 1925—61.

Note: Among the 30 Class I railroad systems,
entire systems are included as single units.

rate at which, after first introducing it, they substituted diesel motive
power for steam.

Table 2 shows, for thirty randomly chosen Class I railroads, the
number of years that elapsed between the time when each road's diesels
constituted 10 per cent of its locomotive stock, and the time when they
constituted 90 per cent of its locomotive stock. Although this is a crude
measure of the intrafirm rate of diffusion, it is a reasonable first
approximation. According to the table, there was great variation among
railroads in that rate. Although nine years were required on the
average to increase a firm's stock of diesels from 10 to 90 per cent of
the total, six firms took only three or four years and three took
fourteen years or more.43

42 A more complete description of the results contained in this section is presented
in E. MansfIeld, "Intrafirm Rates of Diffusion of an Innovation," Review of Econom-
ics and Statistics, November 1963.

Of course, this is a crude measure, for several reasons. First, it is based on
ownership, not utilization, data. Second, it does not distinguish between various
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The following model will help explain the differences. Let D2(t) be

the number of diesel locomotives owned by the firm at time t, be
the number of steam locomotives owned by the firm before it began to
dieselize, and be the number of steam locomotives replaced by a
single diesel. Assuming that the firm's traffic volume and r. remain
approximately constant during the relevant period,44 the total number
of locomotives owned by the firm at time t is

t2(t) = — — 1)D1(t). (15)

Since the firm will therefore employ N1/r1 diesel locomotives when fully
dieselized, there are — D.(t)] places left to be filled with diesels
at time t.

Let be the rate of return the 1thi firm could obtain by filling one of
these places with a diesel locomotive (assuming for simplicity that this
rate of return is the same for all places and all t); be the time interval
(in years) separating the year when the first firm (in this country)
"began"45 using diesel locomotives from the year when the firm
"began" using them; be a measure of its size (its freight ton-miles
in 1949); and be a measure of its liquidity at the time it "began" to
dieselize (its current ratio). Letting

= [D2(t + 1) — — D2(t)], (16)

we suppose that
W1(t) L1, S•, C1, . . .). (17)

The rationale for this hypothesis is as follows: Other things equal,
one would expect proportion of unfilled places that were
filled with a diesel locomotive during the period—to be directly related
to Pi and inversely related to the apparent riskiness of the investment.
Since the latter cannot be measured directly, we assume: (1) the longer
a firm waited before "beginning" to use the diesel locomotive, the more
knowledge it had regarding its profitability when it "began" to dieselize;
and (2) the nearer a firm was to full dieselization at time t (i.e., the

kinds of services, e.g., switching, freight. Third, it is based on the arbitrary choice
of 10 and 90 per cent. I.f we use a better measure based on utilization data for freight
service, however, we find there are still considerable differences among firms in the
intrafirm rate of diffusion, although not so large as in Table 2. Moreover, the model
described below is about as useful in explaining these data as those in Table 2.

"This is only a first approximation, but data indicate that it fs reasonably accurate
during the relevant period of time.

The date when a firm "began" to dieselize is the date when 10 per cent of its
locomotives were diesels.
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greater was r2D2(t)/Nj, the less was its uncertainty at time t relative to its
uncertainty when it "began" to dieselize. In addition, because the
more liquid firms were better able to finance the necessary investment
and to take the risks, one might expect them, all other things being
equal, to have invested more heavily than other firms had. Finally,
smaller firms might have been expected to convert to diesels more
rapidly than larger ones because of the costliness of operating two kinds
of motive power in a small system, because of the smaller absolute
investment required to convert, and perhaps because of the quicker
process of decision making in smaller units.

We assume that W2(t) can be approximated within the relevant range
by a quadratic function of . . . , C2, but that the coefficient of

is zero. Then, substituting the corresponding differential
equation for the difference equation that results, and recognizing that
urn D2(t) = 0, it can be shown that

= + + ç62L2 + + ç64C2 + (18)

where is a random error term and Q. is the time interval between the
date when 10 per cent of the firm's locomotives were diesels and the
date when 90 per cent of them were diesels.46 Using rough estimates of
p2,47 it was possible to estimate the the result being

= —.163 + .900 + .048 L• — .0028 S, + .115 C2, (19)
(.492) (.008) (.0023) (.040)

where is omitted. About 70 per cent48 of the variation among firms
in the intrafirm rate of diffusion can be explained by the regression.
Thus the model, simple and incomplete though it is, seems quite useful.49

Actually, the analysis is carried out with another measure of the rate of diffusion,
not Q2. But using the theoretical relationship between this measure and Q, Equation
18 follows.

These estimates were derived from correspondence with the firms. Each firm
was asked to estimate the average payout period for the diesel locomotives it bought
during 1946—57. The reciprocal of this payout period, which is a crude estimate of
the rate of return, was used as an estimate of p,.

48 Strictly speaking, this percentage refers to the explained variation in the measure
referred to in note 46, not to Q1. See Mansfield, "Intrafirm Rates of Diffusion."

Estimates were made of the effects on the intrafirm rate of diffusion (using both
ownership and utilization data) of other variables besides p1, L1, S1, and Speci-
fically, I estimated the effect of: (1) the age distribution of the steam locomotives
owned by the firm when it "began" to dieselize; (2) the absolute number of
diesel locomotives that the firm had to acquire in order to go from 10 to 90 per
cent of full dieselization; (3) the average length of haul of the ith firm; and (4) the
profitability of the firm. With use of ownership data, the effect of none of these
variables was significant. With use of utilization data, the age distribution of the
steam locomotives had a significant effect, but the other variables did not.
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VIII. Recent and Prospective Changes in
Railroad Technology

In previous sections, I described measurements of the rate of technical
change and presented theoretical and empirical results regarding the
underlying processes of invention, innovation, and diffusion in the
railroad industry, but little attention was paid to the specific improve-
ments that have occurred recently in railroad technology. This section
tries to fill the gap. It presents a brief list of the more important
innovations that have come into limited or general use since World
War II, and the innovations on the horizon that presidents of twenty-
four Class I railroads regarded as potentially most important.5°

First, consider the improvements in locomotives. During the post-
war period almost all the nation's steam locomotives have been replaced
by the vastly more economical diesel locomotive. Moreover, the
diesel locomotive has been improved in a number of important ways.
Tractive effort and horsepower have been increased, cooling systems
have been improved, and electric circuits have been modified. In
addition, experiments have been carried out by the Southern Pacific
and the Denver and Rio Grande Western with diesel-hydraulic loco-
motives, which have proved useful in Europe.5'

Second, consider the improvements in rolling stock, which has
progressively increased in capacity and suitability for specific needs.
Important developments in this area have been the three-tier, rack-type
car for transporting autos, the mechanically refrigerated car, cars
equipped with various shock-absorbing and lading-protection devices,
cars using lubricating pads instead of oil-soaked waste packing, and
hot box detectors. In addition, there has been the enormously successful
use of piggybacking.

Third, consider the many applications of electronics to railroad
operations. Whereas there was practically no use of radio immediately
after World War II, it now is used between railroad offices, stations,
moving trains, crews of different trains, and crews on the locomotive
and caboose of the same train. In addition, over 8,000 miles of

These lists were obtained by asking the presidents of thirty Class I railroads to
list (1) the changes in railroad technology occurring since World War II they con-
sidered most important, and (2) the innovations likely to be introduced in the next
decade and considered to be of considerable importance to the industry. Replies
were received from twenty-four, or 80 per cent of the railroad presidents.

On the diesel-hydraulic locomotive, see R. McBrian, "New Motive Power
Technology," Tec/tnolog!cal Change and the Future of the Railways, Evanston, 1961.
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microwave are now in service in the United States and Canada;52 and
electronic data processing equipment now is used in the area of account-
ing, payrolls, inventory and ordering work, car tracing and distribution,
and equipment maintenance. Moreover, computers have made possible
the application of various newly developed operations research tech-
niques.53 Centralized traffic control, first employed in the twenties,
has been improved and its use has spread to over 31,000 miles of rail-
road. The automatic and semiautomatic classification yards, about
forty of which are in operation in the United States, materially im-
proved service and reduced operating costs.

Fourth, consider the improvements in track construction and main-
tenance. Probably the most important of these is the mechanization
of maintenance of way, which has enabled the railroads to do with
fifteen men what formerly required sixty.54 In addition, there is the
welding of rail sections to form continuous lengths of 1,000 feet or more,
electronic and supersonic methods of testing rails, and improved
techniques for preserving crossties.

Finally, considering innovations in railroad technology that are on
the horizon (i.e., those likely to be introduced in the next decade),
which, if any, are likely to be of considerable importance to the industry
over the next few decades? In reply to this question, twenty-four
presidents of Class I railroads gave the following answers. First, most
of them listed the automated, crewless train, which is already being used
in a limited way on local operations. Second, many listed new types of
locomotives—the diesel hydraulic, locomotives powered by commercial
electricity and eventually, perhaps, by nuclear power. Third, many listed
the integral train; use of computers for simulation, train dispatching,
etc.; automated freight car identification; and further containerization.

IX. Technical Change, Investment,
and Prospective Employment

Supposing technical change in the railroad industry continues at its
1917—59 rate and that the industry's structure and work rules remain

52 D. J. Russell, "United States Railroads: Developments, Problems and Oppor-
tunities," address before the International Railway Congress, June 22, 1962.

E.g., E. Mansfield and H. Wein, "A Model for the Location of Railroad
Classification Yard," Management Science, Apr. 1958; idem, "Linear Decision
Rules and Freight Yard Operations," Journal of Industrial En?ineerin?, Mar.—Apr.
1958; idem, "A Regression Control Chart for Costs," Applied Statistics, Mar. 1958;
M. Beckmann, C. McGuire and C. Winsten, Studies in the Economics of Transporta-
hot:, New Haven, 1956.

These figures come from correspondence with the president ofa major eastern road.
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fixed, what will be the level of railroad employment by 1972? To help
answer this question, we assume that the model in equations 1 and 2
held in the railroad industry during the past and that it continues to hold
during 1960—72. Let us also assume that the estimates of 2., ac, and ô
derived in Section III are correct and will continue to be correct
during 1960—72. If so, it follows that

r 1959 1972 1.14

Q = e63.4E86 I e.232t1(t) + I I , (20)
U=184o £=1960 J

where Q is the output of the railroad industry in 1972 (1929 = 100),

L is the total man-hours employed by the industry in 1972 (1929 = 100),

and .7 is the annual gross investment (in millions of 1929
Thus,

( r 1959 1972

in L = .861 Q + 63.4 .14 In e232t1(t) + I }. (21)
Le=1840 1)

Using Equation 21 together with estimates of and 7, one can obtain
conditional forecasts of L. Table 3 shows the values of L associated
with various levels of and L

What are reasonable estimates of and I? According to forecasts
made for this purpose by presidents of fourteen Class I railroads, is
likely to be about 144.56 (These forecasts were expressed in terms of
percentage increases over 1962, and the average forecast was a 19 per
cent inc.rease, the standard deviation being 9 percentage points.) With
regard to 7, use of 400 does not seem unreasonable; it is the average
value of 1(t) during the late fifties (1954—59). Of course, these are only
informed guesses, but what do they imply about To judge from
Table 3, they imply that railroad employment in 1972 will be 35.7 per
cent of its 1929 level, or 7 per cent less than its 1962 level.

How does this result compare with other sorts of forecast? According
to forecasts made by the railroad presidents, employment in 1972 will
be about 5 per cent below its 1962 level. (This is the average of their
forecasts, and the standard deviation about this average was 12 per-
centage points.) Thus, their average forecast is not too different from

I assume in Equation 19 that pre-1840 investment can be neglected and that
gross investment can be assumed to occur at a constant rate during 1960—72. More-
over, rough estimates of 1(t) must be used for 1840—70, since Ulmer's figures go back
only to 1870. Also, 5-year moving averages of 1(t) are used for 1870—19 10 rather than
the data for individual years used in previous sections of the paper. This should
make little difference.

56 These forecasts, like those described in the following paragraph in the text,
wete obtained cOrrespondence with the ftrms. The 1962 values of Q and L
are based data.
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TABLE 3

CONDITIONAL FORECASTS OF 1972 RAILROAD EMPLOYMENT, GIVEN 1972
RAILROAD OUTPUT AND AVERAGE ANNUAL GROSS INVESTMENT DURIN& 1962—72

Annual
(mi

1929

Investment
ilions of
dollars)

1972 Outøut

110 120 130 140 150 160

1972 EMPLOYMENT (1929 — 100)

400

600

800

26.1

24.5

23.4

28.8
27.1

25,9

31.7

29.7

28.4

34.5

32.4

31.0

37.4

35.1

33.6

40.3

37.8

36.2

1972 EMPLOYMENT (1962 — 100)

400

600

800

68

64

61

15

71

67

83

77

74

90

84

81

97

91

88

105

98

94

Source: Equation (21).

ours. However, if one uses the relatively crude, but common, procedure
of extrapolating output per man-hour and dividing it into the
resulting forecast is that railroad employment in 1972 will be about
40.4 per cent of the 1929 level, or 5 per cent above its 1962 level.57
This is appreciably higher than our forecast.

In conclusion, on the basis of these estimates of and 7, the model
indicates that railroad employment will be 7 per cent below its 1962
level, if technical change continues at its 1917—59 rate. Any forecast of
this sort should be taken with a generous grain of salt. First, the
estimates of Q and I may be wrong. These variables are influenced by
changes in factor prices, prices of competing means of transportation,
consumer tastes, income levels, conditions in the money market,
policies of regulatory agencies, and a host of other factors. To forecast

and us almost as difficult as to forecast IL itself.
Second, the production function in Equation 2 is obviously only a

first approximation. For example, since economies of scale are omitted,
the potential effects of the much-publicized, proposed mergers on
employment are excluded. These effects are likely to be important.
Third, it is assumed implicitly that the ratio of the amount of labor

Extrapolating the regression of the logarithm of railroad output per man-hour
on time, the resulting estimate of 1972 output per man-hour is 359 (1929 = 100).
Dividing this estimate into the forecast of we obtain 40.4 as an estimate of L.
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employed to the minimum amount required to produce the forecasted
level of output will be close to the ratio of actual to required employ-
ment in the past. If this ratio were to decrease, because of changes in
union or public policy, the results would obviously be affected. How-
ever, the required correction might not be difficult to make.58

X. Summary and Conclusion
My purpose in this paper has been to estimate the rate of technical
change in the railroad industry and to investigate the underlying
processes of invention, innovation, and diffusion responsible for
important changes in railroad practices. The principal results are as
follows:

1. During 1890—1953, output per man-hour rose more rapidly in
the railroad industry than in the economy as a whole but less rapidly
than in all transportation. Comparing periods of relatively full employ-
ment, output per man—hour in the railroad industry rose at a relatively
steady rate during that period.

2. On the assumption that technical change was capital embodied
and neutral and that the production function was Cobb-Douglas, the
rate of technical change in the railroad industry, defined as a shift over
time in the production function, was about 3.0 per cent per year. This
compares with Solow's estimate of 2.5 per cent per year for the economy
as a whole.

3. To judge from Schmookler's chronology of railroad patents and
important railroad inventions, there was a tendency, during 1870—1 950,

58 It is often asserted that there is a considerable amount of featherbedding in the
railroad industry. If essentially useless "make work" accounted for a relatively
stable proportion of the total time put in each year by labor, L(t), which is an index
number, will not be affected appreciably whether it is based on actual employment
or minimum necessary employment. So long as the labor time not devoted to
make "work" was allocated optimally among vintages of capital, the estimates in
Table 3—as well as the estimates of in Section HI—are unaffected by the presence
of "make work." But if the latter were to be eliminated or cut substantially, the
estimates in Table 3 would obviously be too high. Given any set of assumptions
about changes in work rules, it should be possible to make at least an approximate
correction. For some relevant discussions, see The Report of the Presidential Railroad
Commission, Washington, 1962; and M. Horowitz, Manpower Utilization in the
Railroad Industry, Boston, 1960.

Note too that we do not distinguish among various kinds of labor in this section.
For a description of recent changes in the relative importance of various occupations,
see W. Haber and others, Maintenance of Way Employment on U.S. Railroads,
Detroit, 1957; and E. Jakubauskas', "Technological Change and Recent Trends in
the Composition of Railroad Employment," Quarterly Review of Economics and
Business, Nov. 1962.
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for the rate of occurrence of these inventions to decrease with time, such
a tendency being in accord with the Kuznets, Burns, and Fabricant
hypothesis. There was also a tendency, in accord with Schmookler's
hypothesis, for the rate of invention to be directly related to the lagged
rate of capital formation in the railroad industry.

4. On the basis of a small sample of the most important innovations
occurring in the twentieth century, the largest railroads seemed to do
a disproportionately large share of the innovating, disproportionate in
terms of their share of the industry's ton-miles. In part, this can be
explained by the capital requirements needed to innovate, the minimum
size of firm required to use the innovations, and the size distribution
of the potential users.

5. When a new technique is introduced by one railroad, several
decades usually elapse before all the others begin using it. As in other
industries, the rate of imitation seems to be directly related to the
profitability of the innovation and inversely related to the size of the
investment required to introduce it. However, holding these factors con-
stant, the imitation process seems to go on at a somewhat slower pace in
the railroad industry than in the other industries for which we have data.

6. Judging by the diesel locomotive, the rate at which a railroad, once
it begins to use a new technique, substitutes it for older methods is
directly related to the profitability of the investment in the new tech-
nique, the length of time the firm waited before beginning to use it, and
the liquidity of the firm; but the rate of substitution is inversely related
to the size of the firm.

7. Some of the most important developments since World War II
have been replacement of steam locomotives by diesels, the extension
of piggybacking, use of larger and special-purpose cars, application of
electronic data processing, the spread of centralized traffic control,
development of automatic classification yards, and mechanization of
maintenance of way.

8. According to twenty-four railroad presidents, the innovations on
the horizon that are likely to be most important during the next few
decades are the automated, crewless train, the integral train, the diesel-
hydraulic locomotive, locomotives powered by commercial electricity,
automated freight car identification, further use of computers, and
further containerization.

9. If the production function continues to shift at the 1917—59 rate
and if the railroads continue to invest in new plant and equipment
at the 1955—59 rate, one can estimate the industry's 1972 labor require-
ments on the basis of forecasts of 1972 railroad output. Assuming for
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the calculation a 19 per cent increase in output, which was the average
forecast made by the railroad presidents, the results suggest that
railroad employment in 1972 will be about 7 per cent below its 1962
level. This is fairly close to the average forecast made by the railroad
presidents—that 1972 employment will be 5 per cent below its 1962
level. Note, however, that thisassumes that no important mergers or
changes in work rules take place.

Besides promoting a better understanding of the processes of in-
novation and technical change in the railroad industry, these findings
may be useful in connection with the formulation of public policy. They
provide information about the technical progressiveness, or backward-
ness, of the railroad industry relative to other industries. They provide
employment forecasts which, despite their roughness, should be useful
in indicating the extent of the future unemployment problem in the
industry. They compare some aspects of the technological performance
of large and small railroads, a relevant consideration in estimating the
effect of the proposed railroad mergers on technical progress in the
industry.

In conclusion, the limitations of these results should be emphasized.
The model used in Sections III and IX is obviously only a crude first
approximation. The data in Section IV have obvious weaknesses. The
results in Sections V to VII are based on only a few innovations, which
may not be entirely representative. Nonetheless, the findings should
be helpful, if used with caution, to transportation economists and
economists concerned with the processes of innovation and technical
change.




